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A STAIN ON THE AMERICAN SOUL
SLAVERY AND THE RHETORIC OF M ANIFEST DESTINY
IN HERMAN M ELVILLE‟S „BENITO C ERENO‟
This essay was peer reviewed and originally appeared in Antithesis 19 (May 2009): 91-106.

THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR BOASTS MORE THAN ITS SHARE OF
visionaries who saw impending disaster and spoke against it to no
avail, but few of them saw and spoke against it in the terms favoured by Herman Melville a decade before the conflict broke out.
Melville‟s clarity of vision, however, was commensurate to the distance at which he stood from antebellum America, having been
consigned in his middle years to a cultural obscurity that left him as
frustrated by the political discourse which would ignite the conflict
as by his inability to make himself heard when he tried to raise his
voice above it. After an auspicious début, the rapid decline of his
career paralleled the decline of American social cohesion in general, 1
while his consequent marginalisation increased in step with rising
animosity in American public debates (see Mumford 259), so that he
was left to look on helplessly as the national discussion over slavery
became a dispute in which he could offer sympathy to neither side.
This is not to suggest that he advocated or felt ambivalent about
either the secession of the Southern states that triggered the Civil
Although hostilities in the Civil War did not officially commence until 1861,
the decades prior to the conflict saw much debate over the issue of abolition
and much violence as well. Slavery had been abolished in all the Northern
states by 1804, which was the source of tensions with the Southern states as
the Union deliberated over whether or not the territories accrued via wes tward expansion would be free states or otherwise. The Missouri Compromise
of 1820, the 1835 Constitutional Convention, the accession of the slave state of
Texas to the Union in 1845, and the Compromise of 1850 all preceded the writing of „Benito Cereno,‟ as did some half-dozen slave uprisings and the destructive Cincinnati riots that took place in opposition to abolition between 1836 and
1843. The point here is that, for nineteenth century Americans, it came as no
surprise to see this issue split apart the Union: contentious debate and physical violence heralded the split well in advance of 1861, and Melville, with no
shortage of personal insight or connections to educated persons who shared
their insights with him, surely foresaw the conflict ahead. See, for example,
Grimstead, American Mobbing, and Craven, The Coming of the Civil War.
1
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War or the restrictions on slavery that triggered secession itself: far
from it, Melville was a resolute abolitionist. But in the years preceding the conflict, American culture allowed the debate over slavery to
be conducted on terms and in a terminology that the culturally alienated Melville could not accept. As a result, when he stepped forth
to confront slavery and to articulate his abolitionist politics in a
work of fiction, he did so by constructing a narrative that altogether
denied the validity of the existing terms of debate and instead depicted them as having engendered only a discursive spectacle, style
without substance. That is the narrative of his 1855 novella „Benito
Cereno.‟
The terminology he rejected was theological, and the terms he
rejected were those that held the slavery debate subject to divine
resolution. It is true, of course, that God has always been granted a
prominent place in American political affairs, but this has rarely
been more true than it was during Melville‟s time. Throughout the
early 1800s, the overtly theological rhetoric of John Quincy Adams
and Andrew Jackson gave presidential legitimacy to the emerging
belief that both the economic development and the territorial expansion of American interests were divinely mandated (see McDougall), and this belief evolved apace throughout the 1830s and 1840s
until, in 1845, the journalist John O‟Sullivan declared that unobstructed growth was the nation‟s „Manifest Destiny‟ (Johannsen 720). Thereby and thereafter, such heavenly sanction was conferred
upon American political and cultural institutions that the nation
itself came to be construed as no mere worldly sovereign state, but
as the „New Israel,‟ the true Promised Land of God — and the slavery that had been so instrumental to its growth thus came to receive God‟s tacit approval.
Not that advocates of slavery actually needed God to stand as a
bulwark against abolition as early as the 1840s, however, since slavery at that time afforded the American elite such significant social
stability and economic prosperity that its benefits were all but self evident. As a source of free labour, it generated immense wealth for
that minority of Americans privileged enough to enjoy the spoils;
and as an organisational structure of society, it reinforced social stra-
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tification by distinguishing wealthy Americans from those less wealthy as well as from mere African commodities. Essentially, slavery
so reliably maintained the high material quality of life for those with
influence in legislative affairs that no abolitionist argument could be
advanced on materialist terms. In an attempt to overcome this argumentative immunity, then, abolitionists began to abandon socioeconomic objections to slavery in favour of arguments more resistant to objection because more absolute, making an appeal to divine
morality and invoking God for their purposes. As a result, via a
loose coalition of evangelicals, Catholics, Quakers, and Unitarians,
God came to dominate antebellum political discourse as an arbiter
of immutable laws that made a divine offence of slavery and made
sinners of those who supported it (see Noll 2).
Unsurprisingly, though, supporters of slavery responded to
these abolitionist claims not by rebuking their absolutism but by
justifying slavery with absolutism in equal measure. 2 Appealing to
God for their own purposes, they contended that certain Old Testament regulations on slave ownership were tantamount to a divine
endorsement of the institution,3 as were those New Testament accounts of slavery that failed to incur explicit divine admonition. 4 In
addition, they held Africans en masse to be “heirs to curses of perpetual subjugation” (McKivigan 30) who bore collective responsibility
As John McKivigan notes, “a general toleration of slavery by the early nineteenth-century churches... [and] an unabashedly proslavery faction... defended
slavery on scriptural grounds” (29).
2

Scriptural passages that were the focus of this particular interpretation include Genesis 9:25-27 and 17:12, Leviticus 25:45-47, and Deuteronomy 20:10-11
(see Noll, 1-6, 19-21, 33-39, 58).
3

Proslavery theologians, according to John McKivigan, “argued that Old Testament patriarchs practiced a system of servitude much akin to American
slavery. Slavery also existed at the time of Christ... and the defenders of the
South pointed out that the New Testament contained no condemnation of the
institution” (30). Scriptural passages that were the focus of this interpretation
include 1 Corinthians 7:21, Colossians 3:22 and 4:1, and 1 Timothy 6:1 -2.
4
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for the sins of their supposed Biblical ancestors 5 — a claim identified by David Goldenberg as “the ideological cornerstone for... Black
slavery... [which] legitimized and validated the social order by divine
justification” (175-177)6 — and, now that they needed it most, they
cited Manifest Destiny so as to mount a dually nationalistic and
theological challenge to the abolitionist movement: 7 “Open the Bible, read it, believe it. ... If God through divine revelation so clearly
sanctioned slavery... how could genuine Christians attack [it] as an
evil?” (Noll 33). So, after having been conducted on essentially political terms throughout the early nineteenth century, the slavery
debate devolved into a mid-century theological dispute in which
“both defenders of slavery and abolitionists believed it essential to
prove that their cause was fully compatible with the basic sources of
Christian faith” (McKivigan 30). However, just as that dispute was
intensifying, Herman Melville was grappling with the traumatic loss
of his Christian faith and it was in that spirit of emerging unbelief
that he wrote „Benito Cereno.‟
Melville had fallen far, and fast, to reach this low point. His
public and private writings from less than a decade earlier attest to
an optimistic belief in the God of Manifest Destiny and its attendant

The most prominent „curse of perpetual subjugation‟ at this time was the socalled „Curse of Ham‟ based on various scriptural passages in Genesis 9. However, the text of Genesis 9 itself does not specify any definitive connection
between the Biblical Ham and African peoples.
5

Goldenberg justifies this characterisation of the Curse of Ham by citing the
words of the Presbyterian minister James A. Sloan: “All Ham‟s posterity are
either black or dark colored. ... Black, restrained, despised, bowed down are the
words used to express the condition and place of Ham‟s children” (169).
6

Examples of proslavery preachers who made just such an invocation are
cited by both Mark Noll (2-4, 33-36) and John McKivigan (29-35) and include,
among only the northern churches, such infamous populist orators as Moses
Stuart of Massachusetts, John Henry Hopkins of Vermont, and Henry van
Dyke and the Rabbi Morris Raphall of New York.
7
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nationalism (McWilliams 133),8 but then, of course, having achieved
critical and commercial success with his début novel Typee in 1846
and Omoo in 1847, he had good cause for optimism. In 1849, however, Mardi and Redburn were poorly received, and in 1850 so too
was White-Jacket, leading Melville to acknowledge and lament the
downturn in his fortunes. “I have [recently] felt obliged to refrain
from writing the kind of book I would wish to,” he wrote at the
time, “and independent of my pocket, it is my earnest desire to write
those sort of books which are said to „fail‟” („Letter‟ 92). But since
those were exactly the sort of books he did go on to write, he met
the sort of failure he expected to meet. In 1851, Moby-Dick was a
disaster; in 1852, Pierre was an even greater disaster; and in 1853,
Melville hit bottom when his publishers rejected Isle of the Cross in its
entirety (see Levine xviii). These professional setbacks, as well as
misfortunes of a more personal nature, cast Melville into a crisis of
such overwhelming self-doubt that he began to question the value
of his entire body of work on almost every conceivable level — personally, culturally, aesthetically, and, not least, spiritually. As his cascade into cultural obscurity in America increasingly reflected America‟s own descent into chaos, he found himself unable to sustain his
belief in a benevolent Americanised deity. By 1854 his faith in the
God of Manifest Destiny had disappeared, and by 1856 he had lost
faith in God altogether (McWilliams 143). „Benito Cereno‟ was written in the intervening months, just before Melville set out for the
Holy Land on a voyage of spiritual self-discovery (Mumford 259263),9 and met up en route with his friend and fellow author Natha“During the years from 1849-1851,” according to John McWilliams, “[Melville] became convinced that America was shortly to realize the seventeenthcentury Puritan‟s dream of a New Israel. Like John Quincy Adams, Melville
assumed that the New Israel could only be created... in a libertarian republic
where democratic principles had received heaven‟s sanction through the gift
of a paradisiacal land” (133). McWilliams supports this claim by citing passages from White-Jacket and Redburn (134-135).
8

The spiritual turmoil Melville endured on this voyage inspired and informed
his epic poem Clarel, written in the 1850s and 1860s and published in 1876.
9
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niel Hawthorne, who made note of Melville‟s ongoing spiritual turmoil after they parted company. “Melville will never rest until he
gets hold of a definite belief,” Hawthorne wrote in his journal. “He
can neither believe, nor be comfortable in his unbelief; and he is too
honest and courageous not to try to do one or the other” (232). 10
Thus, in the words of Stan Goldman, “Herman Melville was a
God-chased and a God-chasing man” (12). From early personal experience he understood the urge to embrace an Americanised theology, but from later personal experience he could not embrace it as
he once did. When he addressed the increasing volatility of American political discourse, then, he did so with both the clarity of an
outsider‟s view and the empathy of an insider‟s experience. He saw
what could not be seen by those with more deeply vested interests
in a theologised slavery debate: that with recourse to theology they
had turned a genuine dialogue into a mere discursive masquerade,
and that their use of what Allan Moore Emery calls the “rhetorical
camouflage” (54) of Manifest Destiny in fact protected slavery from
real interrogation and thus kept abolition at bay.

FROM THIS STANDPOINT, M ELVILLE ASSEMBLED A WORK OF LITerature that speaks to the terms of that discourse as much as it
speaks of them, but that denies their discursive validity in light of
their theological essence — a text, therefore, in which behaviour is a
more meaningful mode of discourse than language, since behaviour
reveals through gestures what has been hidden by spoken words. It
is important to note these textual qualities because, for the most
Subtitled „A Poem and Pilgrimage in the Holy Land,‟ Clarel is essentially a
litany of the theological doubts he endured whilst in the Holy Land himself.
Melville would ultimately regain religious faith, but it would be faith in a
different sort of God to the God of Christianity. In his later years, he turned to
Gnosticism, which understands the Judeo-Christian God as an inept and even
malevolent creator, and which understands the world as an inherently corrupt
place that shares the essential features of the terrible God that created it.
10
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part, critics of „Benito Cereno‟ have tended to read the text as an
unambiguously abolitionist broadside against proslavery politics
rather than as a more conflicted attempt to acknowledge that abolitionists and supporters of slavery shared common ground in public
discourse, that this indulgence of the opposition had set abolitionists on the path of discursive self-defeat, and that this situation warranted the outlining of a fresh abolitionist line of attack unencumbered by discursive sophistry. To cite only a handful of recent examples, Helen Lock has read the text as a detailed illustration of the
moral absurdity of institutionalised slavery (54-70), Paul Downes
has read it as a call for the universalisation of human rights a century
before such calls began to be heeded (465-488), Dan Manheim has
read it as an examination of how slaveowners upheld their power via
the manipulation of language (151-154), and Jonathan Beecher has
read it as a rationalisation and celebration of the slave uprisings that
threatened slavery in the Caribbean in the early 1800s (43-58). All of
these interpretations rightly and justifiably focus on the ways in
which Melville‟s abolitionist politics informed the content of „Benito
Cereno,‟ but at the same time they overlook the ways in which the
abolitionist figures in the text exhibit theological qualities that compare to the theological qualities of the proslavery figures and so
point towards the complicity of abolitionists in perpetuating the
theological justification of slavery. For these reasons, such critical
interpretations are largely representative of the existing literature on
„Benito Cereno,‟ which therefore leaves space for a consideration of
the ways in which this abolitionist text criticises more than just opponents of abolition — a consideration that begins with what might
be the only words in the text that are spoken truly.
At the end of the narrative, the cry rings out — “Ah, this slavery breeds ugly passions in man!” (75) — and by placing those
words in the mouth of a speaker whose actions are sharply at odds
with their sentiment, Melville essentially distils into a single utterance his entire opposition to slavery and his disillusionment with the
slavery debate as a whole. Those words are, in effect, Melville‟s plea
to his readers on both sides of the discursive divide to relinquish
their abstract theological biases and to instead understand slavery in
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firmly empirical terms — to understand it, that is, as a force that
demonstrably perverts human behaviour, that has had its perverse
influence hidden behind a discursive veil, and that deserves condemnation for thriving on both those evils. In order to articulate
this condemnation in more detail, Melville divides his narrative into
two sections. A condemnation, after all, is the product of a moral
judgment, but since a purely behavioural depiction of slavery would
be necessarily amoral, Melville supplements his depiction of slavery
in practice with a depiction of various responses to it, thereby inviting his readers to see how slavery has influenced those responses
and, where they are objectionable, to subject slavery to a moral judgment on behavioural grounds, independent of any incontrovertible
laws. In this way, rather than articulating his condemnation explicitly, Melville encourages his readers to logically infer it on his behalf
after witnessing slavery first in action and then in consequence and
so perceiving how it poisons everyone it touches.
The first part of the narrative (34-89) chronicles an outbreak of
brutal violence directly attributable to the practice of slavery. In
1799, an American merchant vessel, the Bachelor’s Delight, is northbound off the coast of Chile when its captain, Amasa Delano, notices a nearby Spanish slave vessel in a state of distress and disrepair.
Delano approaches the foreign ship, the San Dominick, and offers
assistance to its captain, Benito Cereno — but, once aboard, he is
astonished to find that Cereno allows his slaves to move around
unshackled and essentially free, and that, moreover, his courtesy is
apparently reciprocated by the slaves‟ representative spokesman,
Babo, who willingly serves as the captain‟s personal attendant. It is
Benito Cereno himself, however, who most captures Delano‟s attention by exhibiting behaviour so awkward and seemingly devious that
Delano suspects him of intending to attack and plunder the American ship. But while Delano‟s suspicions are eventually validated
when Cereno does force his way aboard the Bachelor’s Delight, they are
also revealed to be fundamentally misguided insofar as Cereno is
motivated less by a desire to attack the ship than by the need to escape the attack of the unshackled slaves, who have, unbeknownst to
Delano, successfully mounted a mutiny against Cereno and seized
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control of the San Dominick under the leadership of the deceptively
servile Babo.11
The second part of the narrative (89-102) allows each individual involved in this practice of slavery to reflect upon and evaluate his
involvement in the violence it provoked. Some months after the
mutiny is quelled and resolved in favour of Delano and Cereno, a
court of law conducts an inquiry into the incident and reveals the
truths Delano failed to see. Benito Cereno did indeed permit his
slaves to loosen their bonds aboard the San Dominick, but the unshackled slaves then fell in line behind Babo as he overthrew the
captain, executed most of the crew, and threatened Cereno himself
with death unless he charted a new course to the African free state
of Senegal. Later, however, when Delano boarded the beleaguered
ship, Babo was compelled to avoid Delano‟s scrutiny by transforming his rebellion into a meticulous theatrical exhibition in which he
and his followers pretended that Cereno was still their master, and
he carefully sustained that charade until Cereno‟s escape destroyed it
and thus triggered a bloody feud between the rebel slaves and the
merchant seamen. By the end of the court‟s inquiry, however, readers realise that this violence was not the sole consequence of any
one man‟s actions because all three men contributed to it in some
measure: Babo explicitly ordered it, Cereno freed his slaves and invited it, and Delano sympathised with Babo and held suspicions
against Cereno and thereby exacerbated it.
As the court sets the truth before the three men and confronts
each one with his part in the bloodshed, it enables us to observe
each man‟s response to the part he played and thus to assess the
content of his character. Does he decry or defend his complicity in
the violence? And if he defends it, does he do so with reservations
or with pride? The more each man comes to understand himself as
having played the part that readers have just watched him play, the
Despite the somewhat melodramatic nature of the narrative premise, Melville closely based his story on actual events that occurred aboard the Spanish
slave vessel Tryad and the American vessel Perseverance, as recorded by the
real Captain Amasa Delano and published in 1817. See Delano.
11
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more favourably we are inclined to view him and vice-versa, leading
us to admire or admonish each man accordingly. Of course, it is true
that we are more inclined to admonish all three men in varying degrees than to admire any one absolutely, but it is also true that we
tend to admonish one man in particular much more than the others,
and that man is the American captain. Unlike both Cereno and Babo, Delano reflects upon the violence only to deny any responsibility for it, and, more importantly, his denial is a product of his blind
faith in the God of Manifest Destiny — the faith with which Herman Melville was so personally familiar and of which he was so critical. Amasa Delano therefore resides at the heart of Melville‟s condemnation of the slavery debate; but in order to gradually place Delano at its heart, Melville first depicts slavery as an institution worthy
of condemnation on the basis of its inherent power dynamics and
their perverse influence on the behaviour of all those who enter into
them.

SLAVERY IS, FUNDAMENTALLY, AN UNWILLING ENGAGEMENT IN
action motivated by a superior power and conducted for the benefit
of the individual who wields that power: servitude under threat of
force. Each person involved in the practice of slavery therefore inhabits a particular position in the power structure that regulates its
practice: one either threatens the use of force as a master or unwillingly engages in servitude as a slave. And then, beyond slavery in
general, race slavery makes this power structure visible by determining one‟s position and practices simply on the basis of one‟s skin
colour: in the American context, for the most part, masters of slaves
were white while slaves themselves were black.12 But while such a

It is important to qualify this claim about the dynamics of race slavery with
the words „in the American context‟ because the situation varied from nation
to nation: for example, slaves in the African provinces of the Ottoman empire
were usually of Scandinavian descent, so the situation was reversed. On that
note, however, it is equally important to qualify the same claim with the
words „for the most part‟ because there were instances in which black slaves
12
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power structure is surely necessary to regulate and pacify the inherently antagonistic relationship between masters and slaves, it is also
ultimately self-contradictory insofar as it ascribes certain behavioural
intentions to masters and slaves which in fact only aggravate the
antagonism between them: masters intend to preserve their power
through violent subjugation while slaves intend to end their subjugation by evading or rebelling against their masters. However, a slave
rebellion such as the one led by Babo warps this power structure in
two significant respects. It inverts the power structure of slavery in
general, so that servitude under threat of force remains the esta blished practice while those who practice it switch places; and it subverts the power structure of race slavery in particular, so that black
masters now subjugate slaves with white skin. Then, each of these
changes generates a corresponding consequence.
First, the inversion of the power structure of slavery in general
alters the behavioural intentions of those who inhabit that structure.
As master of his slaves, Benito Cereno intended to subjugate them
for transportation to the port of Lima, while the slaves intended to
undermine him and free themselves from subjugation. But both sets
of intentions changed when Babo overthrew Cereno, and both men
encountered an impediment to the satisfaction of those intentions.
Babo intended to exercise his newfound power in order to journey
to Senegal, but he could neither exercise it without enforcing it
through violence nor enforce it through violence without risking its
loss: he and his followers violently subjugated Benito Cereno, but
they would die at sea if their violence left him incapacitated or dead.
Conversely, Cereno intended to reclaim the power he lost, but he
could neither reclaim it without surviving Babo‟s violence nor survive that violence without acknowledging his powerlessness: he
would die if he did not acquiesce to Babo, but he could not escape
so long as he acquiesced. As a result, both men trapped themselves
in a state of symbiosis within which they at once relied on each other
purchased their freedom from white masters and then became slaveowners
themselves. See, for example, Koger.
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for survival but were mutually competitive for dominance. They
locked themselves into the power structure of slavery that positions
one man as master over the other as slave in a way that forces both
master and slave to act antithetically to their own intentions as individual men, and thus forces them to restrict their own individual pursuits of power and freedom in order to simply survive another day
as inhabitants of the power structure itself. Slavery therefore not
only turns slave against master and master against slave, but also,
crucially, turns both master and slave against themselves by forcing
each one to curtail his own behavioural intentions in view of the
threat posed by his adversarial opposite.
Second, the subversion of the power structure of race slavery
ensures that although slavery in general continues to function in
practice, race slavery functions only as a performance, as exhibitionism — as what Michel Imbert calls a “masquerade stage-managed”
to showcase “theatralize[d]” racial identities (78) in order to distract
unwanted spectators from the actual situation on the San Dominick.
But obviously, at bottom, there is no need at all for the freed slaves
to perform race slavery as long as there is no such spectator to racialise them; yet they acquire one when they encounter Delano, so that
his very spectatorship both provokes and perpetuates their performative exhibitionism and in the process both realigns and reinforces the
power structure of slavery. It realigns the power structure in appearance insofar as Delano‟s preconceived notions of race slavery leave
him capable only of seeing Babo as a slave and Cereno as his master,
so that, with a mere glance, Delano instantly whitewashes Babo‟s
subversion of the power structure and forces it to accord with his
racial assumptions. But his spectatorship reinforces the power structure in fact, if inadvertently, insofar as his mere presence simultaneously impels Babo to further subjugate his slave Cereno and inspires
Cereno to renew his efforts to escape, so that Delano only aggrav ates the already antagonistic symbiosis between master and slave —
and does so with disastrous consequences.
That these consequences are to be attributed largely to Delano
is evident in the care with which Melville foregrounds Delano‟s
spectatorship as the key factor in the perpetuation of the charade
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and the antagonism of the master-slave power dynamics. At one
point, when Babo pretends to serve Cereno by grooming his „master‟ in Delano‟s presence and shaving the stubble from his chin,
Melville specifies that “the scene was somewhat peculiar, at least to
Captain Delano... as he saw the two thus postured [for the shave]” (72,
my emphasis). And if the razor that Babo holds to Cereno‟s throat
now acquires a sinister double meaning, it acquires that double
meaning from Delano‟s witnessing of the action: the blade is an
instrument of death masquerading as an instrument of grooming,
but it could not masquerade as anything at all and would simply
remain an instrument of death if Delano were not watching the scene.
Then, later, in similar fashion, Babo literally treats Cereno as a puppet with which to maintain his charade as “master and man came
[towards Captain Delano]; Don Benito leaning on his servant” (75),
but here too Delano‟s spectatorship imbues the scene with its meaning because, after all, Cereno no longer actually has anyone who
might rightly be seen as his servant — except when seen through
Delano‟s eyes.
Ultimately, then, Delano‟s spectatorship embroils him in a bizarre three-way conflict. He ignites a conflict with Babo that he fails
to perceive because his presence threatens Babo‟s power; he ignites
a conflict with Cereno that need not exist because his suspicions
threaten Cereno‟s freedom; and, worst of all, he ignites a conflict
with himself because he readily fulfils his role as spectator to the charade and thus hinders his own understanding of the situation he has
entered. When he first boards the San Dominick, he not only intends
to understand how the ship came to be in such a state of disrepair
but, more importantly, as Allan Moore Emery argues, “he hopes to
discover moral truth. Who on the [ship] is guilty and who is innocent? Who is evil and who is good?” (60). But because Delano entertains preconceptions that lead him to accept Babo‟s servitude as
truth and to interpret Cereno‟s awkwardness as villainy, he actually
fuels the deception that he has provoked and so obstructs his own
capacity to understand its machinations. Although it is true that the
court inquiry concludes that the success of the charade was mostly
due to the cunning duplicity of Babo (91-94), the actions of the
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three men involved in the charade suggest that its success depended
at least as much on Delano‟s blindness to it. “Even when a Spanish
lad is knifed by a Negro boy and a sailor is trampled by two Negroes,” notes Edward Gredja, “Delano‟s veil of bias enables him to
rationalize [it]. His comfortable assumptions about the Negro character do not allow for the possibility of their being savage; his superficial appraisal [of Babo‟s servitude] does not admit that [enslaved]
Negroes might seek their freedom” by resorting to brutality (139140). Indeed, if Babo demonstrates cunning at all, he does not do so
by constructing some sophisticated charade from the ground up, but
simply, as John Haegert suggests, by exploiting the racial preconceptions with which Amasa Delano has clothed him, against his will, in
the costume of the slave (7).13

SO DELANO ‟S INTRUSION INTO THIS WARPED POWER STRUCTURE
causes the strong party to grow stronger and the weak party to grow
weaker even as it prevents Babo from exercising his strength and
prevents Cereno from bemoaning his weakness, thus constituting a
self-defeating impediment to Delano‟s attempt to satisfy his own
intentions. Clearly, there are no winners in this situation — but
then, just as clearly, there is more to the situation than that. So
completely does the slavery onboard the San Dominick pervert each
individual engaged in it that every time any one of them even attempts to pursue his individual intentions, he in fact reduces his
chances of actually satisfying them; and, in so doing, he only perpetuates the power structure that thwarts his attempts so that any later
attempts he may make are thwarted before he is even able to make
“Babo succeeds so well in his treachery,” according to Haegert, “because he
is both the mastermind and the master-mime of the San Dominick‟s mutiny. As
author of the slave-revolt, he is acutely aware of the racial stereotypes informing the American captain‟s understanding of non-Western, and especially
African, behavior. In orchestrating the events of his visit, therefore, Babo is
always careful to confirm Delano‟s „innocent‟ impression of white supremacy
and black subservience” (7).
13
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them. Melville‟s behavioural condemnation of slavery reaches fever
pitch with this depiction of the absurd and indiscriminate misery
that slavery has wrought. Now, by confronting those involved in
this slavery with their particular deeds and misdeeds, Melville opens
the way for a moral judgment of the institution and the ugly passions it has bred in these men.
After Babo‟s attack on Cereno, the change of scene to the
court of law offers an evaluation of the incident and implicitly encourages us to undertake our own evaluation of it. But because the
court‟s legal ruling is followed by a series of summary vignettes that
depict the effects of the ruling on each of the men it names (100 102), our evaluative scope expands to include not only each man‟s
behavioural alterations in the heat of the moment but also his later,
more sober reflections upon them. Each man arguably bears some
responsibility for the violent outbreak, but which of them is prepared to admit it? Who will swallow his pride and exhibit humility in
the face of his actions? He who does, understands how his position
in the power structure of slavery has altered his behavioural intentions, laments the alteration, and by extension laments slavery itself.
He who refuses, understands and laments nothing, and, for that
reason, he is somehow less human; he dismisses the stain that slavery has left on his soul. “The past is passed,” Delano tells Cereno
in these vignettes (101). “Why moralize upon it? Forget it. See, yon
bright sun has forgotten it all, and the blue sea, and the blue sky;
these have turned over new leaves.” But, in reply to this inordinate
optimism, Cereno simply points out that those things “have no
memory... because they are not human” (101). That remark holds a
clear implication for the humanity of Delano himself, and sets the
brash and boisterous American in contrast to the other two men.14
Delano repeatedly turns to the forces of nature in order to elicit a feeling of
wellbeing when under duress. As he first approaches the decrepit San Dominick, he does so warily but “not unwilling to let nature make her own case
against his suffering charge” (39) and, when Benito Cereno upsets him by
rebuking an invitation to board the Bachelor’s Delight, he consoles himself by
14

listening intently as “the sound of the parted waters came more and more
gurglingly and merrily in at the windows; ... telling him that, sulk as he might,
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Benito Cereno acknowledges his share of responsibility for the
slave rebellion that destroyed his property, his livelihood, his reputation, and his innocence, insofar as he acknowledges that the compassion that led him to unshackle his slaves also led him to underestimate their desperate yearning to escape captivity. And although he is
rueful in acknowledging this responsibility, he at least acknowledges
it also in a state of reservation and reflection, exiling himself to a
monastery atop „Mount Agonia,‟ literally „Mount Agony,‟ where he
resides in silent contemplation until his death: “There were [topics]
upon which he never spoke at all; on which, indeed, all his old reserves were piled” (101). In this respect, Cereno‟s fate does not differ
greatly from the fate of Babo. Of course, Babo ultimately suffers a
state execution, but before he is put to death he too accepts his
share of responsibility as the instigator of the violence, albeit tempered by a recognition of the circumstances that made his violence
necessary. Justifying his subjugation and slaughter of Benito Cereno‟s crew with the claim that “he and his companions could not
otherwise be sure of their liberty” (92), Babo renders his bloodshed
neither irrational nor gratuitous, but essential for the preservation of
his newly-won freedom.15 Even so, as soon as he realises he has
been defeated, he too meets a voiceless end and makes no further
attempts to explain himself to his captors: “Seeing all was over, he
uttered no sound, and could not be forced to. His aspect seemed to
say, since I cannot do deeds, I will not speak words” (102). Like
Cereno, he faces death silently, and, like Cereno, he is finally left to
dwell upon Mount Agonia when his severed head is put on public
display and made to face the mountain. On the part of both men,
therefore, there is a visible and respectful deference to the judgment
and go mad with it, nature cared not a jot” (81). There is a Providential undertone to this constant search for assurance that, despite appearances, all is well
in the world.
Melville‟s specific use of the word „liberty‟ is almost certainly a direct provocation of his assumed readership, given its implication that Babo‟s avowed
pursuit of liberty is an expression of a key feature of the American Revolution.
15
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of institutional authorities, even if offered begrudgingly and offset
by an embittered attempt to maintain dignity in the process. While
both men are left perturbed by their defeats and the self-defeating
behaviour that brought them down, each one nevertheless accepts
defeat and does not attempt to evade or excuse it — and, as such,
they together display a measure of solemn personal humility.
But the third man makes no such display. Even though “the
narrative initially seems to ascribe [to Delano] such attributes as
„quickness and accuracy of intellectual perception,‟” as Tuire Valkeakari notes, “this flattering characterization later proves to be [only]
part of... [his] pompous self-understanding” (233). Delano‟s refusal
of deference and lack of humility leave him the least dignified of the
three men, and all the more so when he offers weak, insipid excuses
in defence of his own ignorance. “You were with me all day,” Benito Cereno tells him, “[you] stood with me, sat with me, talked with
me, looked at me, ate with me, drank with me; and yet, your last act
was to [defend] a monster,” the murderous Babo (101). But far
from taking Cereno‟s words as cause for self-reflection and selfcriticism, Delano merely makes the absurdly naïve claim that “acuteness might have cost me my life” (101). Prior to this defence, we
have watched him intrude upon a master-slave conflict, exacerbate
the conflict as a spectator to the charade provoked by his intrusion,
and remain dismissive of its consequent violence even as it raged
around him. Now he shamelessly excuses himself for his actions and
dismisses any responsibility for the chaos and then, worst of all, he
returns to the very attitude of mercantilist superiority upon which
slavery is founded, even though his fellow mercantilist, Cereno, decides to exit the slave trade altogether after having been seized as a
slave himself. As a result of this behaviour, Delano not only contributes to the likelihood of future conflict, but contributes so proudly
and so boastfully as to invite future conflict. Yet for all the emotive
power that such flaws of character contain in a work of fiction like
„Benito Cereno,‟ their true power lies in the real-world applicability
they hold beyond the printed page.
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CHARLES GLICKSBERG PHRASES IT DELICATELY: DELANO IS “A
composite reflection of the righteous stereotyped attitudes prevalent” in 1855 (209). Warren D‟Azevedo is more direct: “[t]he withering irony created by Captain Delano‟s patronizing good will might
have been too close to satire for the comfort of many northern
whites” of that time (140). And John Bryant draws a line from the
damaging effects of Delano‟s attitude to the disaster then looming
on the national horizon: each of Melville‟s readers, he argues, was
himself “a Delano blithely performing a mercantilism doomed to
trigger civil war” (ix). Delano is perhaps the kind of man Melville
himself might have become if the change in his cultural circumstances had not eroded his optimism. He is certainly one of those
men whose personal beliefs and practices contributed to the cultural
marginalisation that swept Melville‟s optimism away.
But because such men wielded such immense discursive and
legislative power in America when Melville wrote „Benito Cereno,‟
Delano‟s flaws reflect not only the flaws of Melville‟s original readership but also those of the culture and nation over which that readership held sway. Indeed, Delano‟s patriotism, his entrepreneurialism,
and his Christian faith are all such prominent aspects of his character
and so strongly in accord with the civic ideals of antebellum America
that he is, in effect, his nation incarnate, characterised as much by
the personal virtues it held in esteem as by the flaws that corresponded with them. He was raised on the Massachusetts coast where,
as a younger man, he would have witnessed the Revolution with
which his nation won its independence, and he proudly exhibits the
patriotism of that national history but also exhibits the uncritical
self-regard that patriotism can foster. He is the archetypal self-made
man, having gradually improved his station in life by way of commercial enterprise, and he takes pride in his achievements but also
casts aspersions on the Old World aristocrat and inheritor of priv ilege, Benito Cereno, with consequences that imperil the both of
them. Most significantly, however, Delano holds faith in the God of
Manifest Destiny and his justifications of slavery echo the theological justifications of Melville‟s time. For instance, when he momentarily suspects that the unshackled slaves aboard the San Dominick might
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attempt to harm him, he forces himself to banish that thought because “by harboring [it] even for a moment, he should, by implication, have betrayed an atheist doubt of the ever-watchful Providence
above” (83), and surely Providence would not allow those heathen
to harm an upstanding Christian like himself. And yet, even when
the slaves do lash out, he rationalises his survival as having been divinely assured because “all was owing to Providence” (102).
Delano‟s worldview is thus characterised by a blissful confluence of optimism and fatalism. The God of the American captain is
a God who simultaneously maintains paramount concern for American affairs and absolute power over their success, thereby accounting for Delano‟s faith in his personal wellbeing as well as for his
justifications of his absurd behaviour. But by allowing Delano to
hold such a worldview amidst the violence and agony of the slave
rebellion, Melville foregrounds its dangerous implications and suggests that it is all the more dangerous for being the accepted social
norm. In other words, while Melville depicts Delano as a figure who
typifies this worldview and accordingly attracts condemnation, he
nevertheless places Delano amidst others who share some of its
qualities and exhibit comparably theological characteristics; and to
the extent that these others represent both the proslavery and abolitionist factions of American political discourse, Melville reveals his
disillusionment with the theologisation of the slavery debate. Most
notably, the court of law reshackles the freed slaves and so represents the proslavery faction, and makes its ruling against the slaves
by asserting its theological authority as the “Notary Public of the
Holy Crusade of this Bishopric” (89), while the slaves themselves
practice abolition and so represent the abolitionist faction, and yet
appear in theological terms of their own as “a shipload of monks”
and as “Black Friars pacing the cloisters” in a ship resembling “a
white-washed monastery after a thunder-storm” (36). With these
and other such theological allusions imbuing both the court and the
slaves with the same theological essence as the damnable Delano,
Melville establishes an equivalency between both sides of the slavery
debate which renders them damnable by association. He deliberately
depicts the proslavery forces in „Benito Cereno‟ as Delano‟s theo-
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logical kin; but just as deliberately, if less expectedly, he depicts the
abolitionist forces in the same way, and so the condemnation already
incurred by Delano‟s Providential self-satisfaction now extends to all
those whose appeals to Providence brought the slavery debate into
an intractable theological deadlock.
Carolyn Karcher identifies an Americanised theology as one of
several “arbitrary fictions” that the participants in the slavery debate
accepted as fact, thereby inflicting “more violence [on their] human
nature than the vengeful passions destined to [physically] obliterate
them” (158-159). This violence is the violence of a righteous appeal
to God with which those who intend to wreak havoc pre-emptively
absolve themselves of any blame for disaster, and thereafter contend
that they are able to wreak even more havoc in future with divinelyaccorded impunity. Far beyond the violence of blades and bullets,
however, the greater violence of this appeal to God is the violence it
inflicts upon one‟s humanity, one‟s soul. Whether overtly or subtly,
each of the men in „Benito Cereno‟ inflicts and suffers this violence
insofar as each one justifies his destructive and self-destructive actions as necessary for the satisfaction of a higher power or purpose.
But the one man who clearly inflicts and suffers this violence most
of all is the American who represents America at large, so that when
Melville lets the cry at the end of the narrative spill from Delano‟s
lips — “Ah, this slavery breeds ugly passions in man!” (75) — he
makes his condemnation of American slavery all the more resonant.
With the utterance of those words, the man who has most blinded
himself to slavery and denied his part in its consequences at last
acknowledges and laments its poisonous impact on human behaviour, allowing Melville to illuminate the single most abhorrent aspect
of the slavery debate: that many members of the American public
condoned slavery whilst knowing exactly the humanitarian damage
they inflicted on others and on themselves, and yet they consciously
chose to debate the issue on irresolvable terms, to delay, deny, or
evade responsibility for the resultant wounds.
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